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Horror story granny 2

Shannon FaganGetty Images In a perfect world, we would all live in sitcom-level neighborhoods with perfectly groomed lawns, picture-perfect homes and, most importantly, friendly neighbors you actually want to find when you're taking your dog on a walk. While some people are lucky enough to have neighbors lend a hand - or a spoonful
of sugar - in a heartbeat, a LOL-worthy Reddit thread proves that's not always the case. No matter where your neighbors fall on the horror scale, these neighborhood nightmares (prepare for cringe) can make the oddball that lives next door seem, well, normal - and that's really saying something. Seeing where your neighbor stack up and
(hopefully) getting a good laugh from these stories directly from Reddit.The Cat LadyThanks to Reddit user Throwawayca91 third-floor neighbor, the entire apartment building had an unpleasant scent of - wait for it - cat pee. After complaining to the building's office for two years in a row, Throwawayca91 called animal control officials - who
found 30 cats in the woman's apartment. The Pet PoisonerA a standard veterinary visit, the vet advised Ireallyjustcanteven to stop feeding the dog human food, which confused them as they only fed their dog a strict dog-only diet. Turns out the neighbor, who regularly called the police about the behavior of the white labrador (which was
very sweet and wasn't very aggressive at all), was feeding food scraps, rubbing water, and other harmful things over the fence. Skunk user LadyReddit Annepackrat writes that an old neighbor used to feed local skunks, and smelly animals would hang around his apartment building as a result. My then boyfriend used to have to carry a
flashlight to avoid starting one and getting a stinky face, writes the Reddit user. The cameraman When the Reddit user was young, a neighbor built a deck that crossed into his yard. The user's family ultimately had to involve the city to force the neighbor to make the deck smaller, which he didn't like a little. When the user's family returned
from vacation, they found a sign on the neighbor's fence that read: Peekaboo, I see you. - and a collection of new security cameras pointed to his yard. The owner of the negligent dog All year, the Reddit user's parents would have to pay to replace the fence between their yard and neighbor's yard, as the neighbor's dogs would destroy it
completely. And even though the fence was shared ownership, the neighbor would refuse to split the cost. It wasn't until a branch of the neighbour's large tree (which the looming family had asked him to get enquired) killed his pet boxer that the femce damage stopped. The not-so-secret agentConstitently suspicious of the other tenants,
Reddit ramses neighborThePigeon would stage loud phone calls based the FBI about his alarming behavior. (Think: the fact that they got home after 9.m.) He even went so far as to publish a fake U.S. government (see below) on the walls of the building, and it wasn't until the user made a phone call about the illegality of the neighbor's
FBI impersonation that the harassment stopped. Lazy User LawnmowerReddit LitlThisLitlThat is former neighbor never did any yard work. When the user could not withstand the growth of the out-of-control grass any longer, they began cutting the grass on their front lawn for him. (He let the grass in his backyard grow to be six feet tall,
writes the user, which resulted in tons of mosquitoes wiring the neighboring yards on wet days.) So how did he pay the favor to his neighbors? At one point I was stealing our water, which raised our water bill, litlThisLitlThatat writes. The Brick ThrowerQuan teenage_cremation was growing up, a next door neighbor made it clear to the user
and the user's siblings that she was not a fan of children. She called them when they played outside and even threw things at them over the fence. Fortunately, teenage_cremation's mother came to the rescue: After the neighbor threw a brick (!) at the children, she stormed out for a stern conversation, which made the neighbor move a
week later. The Fence Offender After a fence-related clash, Reddit neighbor 97Chocoholic began throwing pebbles over the fence, banging on the fence when the user's mother was in the garden and shouting things at children as they spent time outside. At first, the stepfather of 97Chocoholic wasn't sure he believed the stories, but
things changed when he caught the neighbor making a hole in the fence to see them pass by. Needless to say, 97Chocoholic's family moved out shortly afterwards. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and content similar piano.io My husband and I bought a pop-up house to fix. There was no plumbing, so we had to drive to the local McDonald's just three miles away. We had carpet guys installing carpets, when I suddenly started sweating and felt a wave of hot tide of diarrhea fading into the depths of my large intestine and
colon. As I was wiping sweat from my forehead with the bottom of my T-shirt, the carpet guy was talking to me. I couldn't take any longer and I wasn't about to fuck in front of this guy and on the new carpet. Crying, I ran into the garage as this would be the only place to get relief because there was no way I would get to the three-mile drive
to McDonald's. My eyeballs were furiously daring around the entire perimeter of the garage to find something that could scare you. The five-gallon white pickle bucket was the only option. As I whispered like an injured dog, I quickly threw the tools out of the large pickle bucket, ripped off my shorts and smashed into that bucket. It was a
violent, explosive 90-degree spray that ended fairly fast; that was a relief. Meanwhile, I kept listening Men's screams from the carpet of the house: Ma'am? Where are you, are you okay? That I replied in a hurry: I'm fine!!! I'll be there in a !!! I proceeded to get up, but the 90-degree spray created a vacuum seal around my entire ass, and
the bucket was desperately sucked around all my bum. This bucket moved efficiently from side to side with me as I moved from side to side in a mid-air perma-squat as I, once again, with total horror and disgust, laid eyes filled with tears around the perimeter of the garage to find out how the hell I would pull that bucket out of mine. And
once I removed it, I already knew I'd need a lot of toilet paper to clean up an entire circle filled with 12 inches of liquefied shit from my entire buttocks and region of female garbage. Finally, with his hands stuck in his hands on either side of this bucket and a little scrambled, grunting and dragging, the bucket gave up the fight. With my
liquefied hat running down my sweaty legs, I grabbed dirty laundry in the laundry basket a few feet away and did a lot of cleaning, crying and swearing. I threw my socks and T-shirts covered in sacrificial hat in the bucket and went back to the house. My tear-soaked eyes must have said it all. Keep up with the latest daily buzz with
buzzfeed daily newsletter! More than half (54 percent) of full-time workers ages 21 to 64 participated in their employer's retirement plan last year, according to a report released earlier this week by the Employee Benefits Research Institute. Among all workers, including partial timers, the participation level was 40 percent. That means a lot
of people slip through the cracks. The phenomenon spreads abroad in England. More than a third of unwanted adults no longer pay into their plans, according to a prudential survey. Nearly one in three who do not participate (27 percent) say they simply cannot afford the contributions. The fact is, they can't afford not to do them. Scare the
true storyWhat happens if you don't do any retirement planning and have few savings to fall back on? Let me tell you a story about my eccentric friend Jeanette, who many years ago received a Master of Fine Arts from the Hoffberger Graduate School of Painting at Maryland High School in Baltimore. For most of her career she worked
part-time as an art teacher. She is also a talented artist in her own right, whose works are being sold by an art gallery in Naples, Fla., though she has seen no benefit from recent sales. She doesn't want to press charges against the gallery owner because if she does, she says, her name would be mud in the artistic community. No, you
don't understand the art world, each time the topic comes out. Between her pension and Social Security, Jeanette's income amounts to $900 a month. When her mother died about 20 years ago, she left Jeanette's condominium and a small stock portfolio, about $50,000 worth. Over time, Jeanette slowly liquidated the spend the money on
needs. Six years ago, he sold his condominium at the height of the real estate boom and bought another cheaper one for $85,600 in a different area. The reason for the move? I thought her neighbors were trying to gas her. Jeanette is full of delusional thoughts. Three weeks ago she was evicted from her condominium. While the Mossos
carried her furniture and all her possessions to the parking lot, two police officers confiscated her, put her in a cage and took her to the psychiatric ward of a local hospital. She had been Baker Acted, unintentionally committed for detention so that psychiatrists could assess her mental health. I got a call from her that night. Barbara, you
have to come pick me up. I have to get out of here, he said urgently. It wasn't that easy. He wouldn't let me take her anywhere, not even looking for an alternative home. The hospital's case manager wouldn't talk to me until Jeanette signed a form, which Jeanette was reluctant to do. It took me a week to convince her to sign her. His
stubbornness is exasperating. When we finally spoke, I told the case manager that Jeanette didn't belong in a locked room, and she didn't belong in an assisted living center either. This was where the case manager was trying to place her. Jeanette didn't go with the idea. She said she did not want to eat prepared food in a dining room;
He wanted to cook his own food. And he didn't want to give up his Social Security check to live in a facility. That would mean he would have no way of making car payments. And if he gave up his car, it would be like giving it all up. A couple of days after speaking with the case manager, Jeanette was released. Our mutual friend Louise
picked her up and took her to a nice, but inexpensive, hotel. Why was Jeanette evicted? It turned out that he had ignored a $6,000 plumbing bill, which over time, due to fines and penalties, increased to $15,000. She paid her bills, but that she had fired, telling herself that she had been singled out by the condominium board. There was no
evidence that the leak came from her apartment, she had told herself. He ignored bills, and then years later, eviction notices. In his mind, it was all a great scam. Now she feels she's been scammed. He lost his paid condominium to the condominium board in a foreclosure for a judgment of $11,337.20. Comparable unit prices are on the
market for around $35,500.Getting back on trackOver the last couple of weeks, Louise and I have been trying to help straighten out their finances and find housing. His stuff had been put into storage, paid for by his brother in New Jersey. Jeanette cannot return and live in the condominium; the board will not let it in. of apartments seemed
out of the question, at a minimum of $665 a month. Fortunately, a friend of a friend found a one-bedroom apartment for $410 a month. On Monday, Louise and I accompanied Jeanette to visit her broker, and she sold the last of her shares - 461 shares of Merck, 12 12 of Comcast, and three shares each of AT&amp;amp; T and Verizon.
He earned approximately $15,000 from the sale. Jeanette lives on the edge and it's only a matter of time before she gets out of resources. This is what retirement looks like without retirement planning, but who is to blame for this? He has always lived a frugal existence. He was lucky enough to get an inheritance. But a big unexpected bill -
and his inability to take himself seriously - were all it took to throw his life off mileage. Do you have a horror story to share? Bankrate is running a Halloween horror contest and is looking for scary financial tales. The winner with the most votes gets a prize of $200. A selection of stories will be published in a future Bankrate article. You can
also login via Facebook. The last day to present a story is Wednesday, October 19.***Follow me on Twitter: BWhelehan BWhelehan
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